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November 14th - 
December 11th 

2022 

A little easier
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Fewer hours 
After several hard training periods, this one is slightly easier. A little fewer hours, 
a little fewer high intensity workouts and a little lower part roller ski training. 

In this period, you can certainly skip the high intensity workouts if you feel tired. 
Of course you can always do that, but be extra careful not to waist too much 
mental energy in this training period.  

The Alsgaard pyramid is back. That i usually an appreciated workout. There will 
also be a rollerski workout with focus on technique drills. 

On of the big happenings the following weeks is Niklas Bergh Memorial Race 
Virtual Edition. 21 097 m on double poling machine. 

We will also have our third and last ”easy check of performance” in running and 
on the double doling machine. 

Good luck with you training! 

/Erik and Erik 

The photo is from the indoor skiing place Skidome in Gothenburg, there we had 
technique drills and interval training November 2nd. 



Week 46 
November 

14-20
2022

Hours/
week

4,5
Intenity Workout

Running 30 60-80 
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. It 
is okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

Strength 60 Not 
applicable

THE PAIRS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running, rowing machine, DP machine or skipping rope.
The aim of this workout is to lift heavy weights combined with easier.
- Pair 1, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps bench press
>>> 20 reps standing toe raises
- Pair 2, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dead lift
>>> 20 reps straight sit-ups
- Pair 3, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dips med weights
>>> 20 reps sit-ups with rotation (every other right/left)
- Pair 4, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dumbbell press
>>> 20 reps superman (back exercise)
- Pair 5, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps TRX rows (or use a table)
>>> 20 reps lunges

Running 45 75-80 
percent

THE "EASY" CHECK OF PERFORMANCE
- 10 min warm-up
- 30 min at about 75-80 percent av maximum heart rate.
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1.
This workout is similar to a "MAF test", which can be said as your aerobic capacity. It is how 
fast you go you without producing significant amounts of lactic acid. It is well below your 
anaerobic threshold. For many people this is around 75-80 percent av maximum heart rate.
If you recurrently do this test, a faster speed with the same average heart rate over time is 
often a good sign. Remember to do a similar warm-up etc each time you do this test.

Rollerskiing 45 60-75 
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Double poling 
machine 90 80-95 

percent

THE ALSGAARD PYRAMID
Intervals with 2 min rest in-between. Inspiration from the Norwegian skier Thomas Alsgaard in 
2013.
- 10 min warm-upp at resistance 1-4
- 500 m at 1 s faster per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m
- 1000 m at yearbest pace
- 1500 m at 1 s slower than yearbest pace
- 2000 m at 2 s slower than yearbest pace
- 2000 m at 2 s slower than yearbest pace
- 1500 m at 1 s slower than yearbest pace
- 1000 m at yearbest pace
- 500 m 1 s at 1s faster than yearbest pace
- 1 min cool-down at resistance 1
Do the intervals at resistance 4-8.

VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
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Week 47
November 

21-27

Hours/
week
6,25

Intenity Workout

Rollerskiing 45 60-75 
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Ski walking/
ski bounding 75 85-95 

percent

THE CLASSIC HILL
- 10 min warm-up with or without poles
- 5 times 2 min ski walking normal technique
- 5 times 2 min ski walking where you take a double pole stroke on every third step
- 5 times 2 min "älghufs" (don't pick a hill that is too steep)
Easy jog or walking down to the starting point in-between the intervals.
Have a look at the videos for the technique:
https://wickstromcoaching.com/filmrum-stavgang/

Strength 30 Strength

THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or similar 
if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going to a gym 
(let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

First two laps with this: 
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips

Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Rollerskiing 90 60-80 
percent

FOCUS TECHNIQUE
It is a lot easier to do technique drills on skis compared to rollerskis, since it doesn't hurt that 
bad to fall. But there are some good workouts you can do on rollerskis as well.
Find a slight uphill that takes about 1 min to stride and do following drills. Easy skiing back to 
the starting point in-between the sets.

- 5 times striding without poles up the hill
- 5 times double pole kick without poles up the hill
- 5 times change frequency with poles up the the hill 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUwdCwyfY6U&list=PLTCV_j7EzABpMFO2uF4okQbD0t6
3rME1x&t=4s)
- 5 times where you stride with your legs and double pole with your upperbody

Double poling 
machine 135 80-95 

percent

NIKLAS BERGH MEMORIAL RACE VIRTUAL EDITION
This is a mentally tough workout. If you do it in ErgZone it will generate an automatic result list 
in the Wickström Coaching group.

- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1-4
- A half marathon (21 097 meter) as fast as possible at your choice of resistance
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1

VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
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Week 48
Nov 28 - 

Dec 4

Hours/
week
4,25

Intenity Workout

Strength 60 Not 
applicable

THE PAIRS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running, rowing machine, DP machine or skipping rope.
The aim of this workout is to lift heavy weights combined with easier.
- Pair 1, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps bench press
>>> 20 reps standing toe raises
- Pair 2, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dead lift
>>> 20 reps straight sit-ups
- Pair 3, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dips med weights
>>> 20 reps sit-ups with rotation (every other right/left)
- Pair 4, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps dumbbell press
>>> 20 reps superman (back exercise)
- Pair 5, 3 laps with 30-60 s rest in-between the sets exercises 
>>> 5 reps TRX rows (or use a table)
>>> 20 reps lunges

Double poling 
machine 45 75-80 

percent

THE "EASY" CHECK OF PERFORMANCE
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 3
- 30 min at an average speed (per 500 m) that corresponds to 10 s slower compared to your 
yearbest at 5000 m. Resistance 5. 
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1.
This workout is similar to a "MAF test", which can be said as your aerobic capacity. It is how 
fast you go you without producing significant amounts of lactic acid. It is well below your 
anaerobic threshold. For many people this is around 75-80 percent av maximum heart rate.
If you recurrently do this test, a lower heart rate over time is often a good sign. Remember to 
do a similar warm-up etc each time you do this test.

Rollerskiing 45 60-75 
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Double poling 
machine 75 85-95 

percent

THE DROPSET OF THE PROS
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1-4
- 10 intervals that get shorter and shorter. 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 min. 1 min rest in-
between the intervals. Increase the pace by 1 s per 500 m per interval. Start at 8 seconds 
slower per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m. Your choice of resistance.
- 1 min cool-down

Running 30 60-80 
percent

STANDARD RUNNING
Easy running in the forest. Paths, gravelroads etc. Try to keep the cadence around 170-175. It 
is okay if the heart goes up a little bit in the uphills.

VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
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Week 49
Dec 5-11

Hours/
week

5,5
Intenity Workout

Ski walking/
ski bounding 30 60-75 

percent
EASY RUNNING WITH POLES
Easy running with poles. You don't need to use the poles in the downhills.

Rollerskiing 45 60-75 
percent

EASY CLASSICS
Easy classic skiing. Don't just double pole. Use striding and double pole kick as well.

Double poling 
machine 45 85-95 

percent

BLIND THREES
- 10 min warm-up at resistance 1-4
- 8 times 3 min with 1 min rest in-between. Your choice of resistance. Pace: 2 seconds slower 
per 500 m compared to your yearbest pace at 5000 m
NB: Do the first 2,5 min of each interval without seeing your pace. Deflect the monitor and 
keep track of the time with your watch. With 30 s left of each interval you look at the monitor 
again and do what is need to reach "correct" pace.
- 5 min cool-down at resistance 1
I would like to hear your experience from this workout in the Facebook-group.

Strength 30 Strength

THE BASICS
5-10 minutes warm-up, such as easy running or skipping rope.
20 minutes strength. 40 seconds on, 20 seconds off. You can use tha app "Seconds" or similar 
if you can't set a timer on your watch. All exercises are posible to do without going to a gym 
(let me know if there are exercises that you don't know how to do).

First two laps with this: 
- Straigth crunches (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Lunges
- Superman
- Plank
- Dips

Then two laps with this:
- Crunches with rotation (on an exercise ball if possible)
- Airsquats (or light weights)
- Quadruped arm and leg raise
- Side plank (one side per lap)
- Push-ups

Rollerskiing 180 75-90 
percent

FALL OF THE 13 ORIGINAL
In the fall 2013 I added a recurrent workout that probably helped me to have a great season 
(for me at least, with a 25th place in Vasaloppet) despite I trained a lot less compared to my 
opponents. This workout has also helped my clients over the years. It is a physically and 
mentally tough workout that will get you prepared for the long distance races. Go hard and 
don't forget sports drink.
- 90 min easy
- 75 min with an intensity that corresponds to a 42 K race
- 10 min full speed (note that your muscles might be so tired that your heart rate doesn't raise)
- 5 min cool-down

VASALOPPET/ÖPPET SPÅR (4-8 hours of training per week)
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